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FIN HANLON
 PROFESSIONAL  VIDEOGRAPHER

CINEMATIC HIGHLIGHT FILM   -   £1700  

FULL FILM   -   £1000 - £1200

This is a shorter cinematic 4K film of your entire wedding day, usually between 5-8 minutes and 

edited to backing music. Coverage can be from the morning during bride & groom prep, capturing 

bespoke slow motion footage of the bridal party and groomsmen, along with drone shots over your 

venue. Then throughout the entire day from the ceremony, reception, speeches and ending with 

the dances. I usually get full coverage of all events as I would for the full film, so because of this I 

also offer you the raw unedited footage of all main events as part of this package.

This film tells more of a story of your wedding day, with audio lines from the ceremony & speeches 

edited into the video as well. The key feature of this film would be a designated time scheduled 

into your day to film some cinematic couples shots around the grounds of your wedding venue.

The editing of a cinematic highlight film involves a lot more coverage of footage, and the timespan 

of delivery is usually 2-3 months after your wedding day. As it involves more filming, I typically bring 

along a second videographer with me as well.

360 Camera  |  Third Assistant Videographer  |  Trailer Reel  |  All Raw Footage

The full film is all of the main events of your day edited into one long 4K video, usually around 45 

minutes - 1hr30m long. It would involve a multi-camera setup of at least three cameras to film your 

ceremony from start to finish, and can also include the speeches, cake cutting and dances as well. 

All audio is professionally recorded from lapel microphones and if possible, direct feeds from the 

sound system as well. This film has a quicker turnaround edit time of around 1-2 months, and the 

cost within that range depends on how many events of your day you would like me to film.

EXTRAS

FULL FILM + CINEMATIC HIGHLIGHT FILM   -   £2100

For further details, please feel free to contact me directly!

Mobile:   +447914 256713             Telephone:   01692 584889

finhanlon@filmkinetics.com


